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TYBEE ISLAND’S
ANNUAL POLAR
BEAR PLUNGE

FOOD SPY
SOUP ER BOWL
EDITION

Island’s Guide for fun !

DOGGIN’ AROUND
WITH JIMMY

A MORNING WITH
THE FISH WHISPERER

“Tybee's Best Kept Secret!”

10 OFF
%

www.stingraysontybee.com

Entire Bill with coupon

Open 7 Days 11:00 - Until • Full Bar • Inside & Outside Dining • Live Music
STARTERS

Hannah’s Hush Puppies
Cheese Sticks
Calamari
Fresh Fish Fingers
Smoked Fish Dip
Shrimp Cocktail
Buffalo Shrimp SPICY
Sting Wings SPICY
Crab Balls
Conch Fritters
Seared Ahi Tuna

$5.95
$7.95
$8.95
$8.95
$8.95
$9.95
$9.95
$11.95
$11.95
$11.95
$13.95

SOUPS & SALADS

Stingray’s
Signature Crab Stew
Lobster & Crab Bisque
Side Salad
House Salad
Salad with Chicken

$5.95
$5.95
$2.95
$6.95
$9.95

Salad with Shrimp

$10.95

Grilled or Fried

Fried or Steamed

SIDES

French Fries
Cole Slaw
Corn on the Cob
Red Potatoes
Sausage

1/2 lb.

1 lb.

Littleneck Clams
$8.95
Louisiana Crawfish
$9.95
Mussels
$10.95
Shrimp
$10.95 $16.95
Alaskan Snow Crab $11.95 $18.95
$19.95

FROM THE STEAMER
with Slaw & Corn
1/2 lb.

Alaskan Snow Crab Dinner
Sly’s Tybee Island Combo

$2.95
$2.95
$2.95
$2.95
$4.95

$23.95
$23.95

BRING YOUR OWN CATCH
DINNER $8.95
FROM THE GRILL

for 2 - 37.95

Shrimp, Snow Crab, Mussels, Crawfish, Clams,
Sausage & Red Potatoes

CHILDREN’S MENU

$5.95
$5.95
$5.95
$6.95
$7.95
$7.95

with French Fries

Best Island Fare for 6 Years!

Voted Tybee’s Best Seafood
Best Place to Watch UGA Games
Best Place to Watch Parades

1/2 lb. Shrimp & 1 lb. Snow Crab

Sting Ray’s Platter
for 1 - 26.95

Come enjoy cocktails and apps on
our new upper deck!

1 lb.

Shrimp
$13.95 $18.95
Clay’s Low Country Feast
$16.95
Shrimp, Sausage, Potatoes & Corn

Limit 6 people excludes alcohol

Savannah Chamber of Commerce | Taste of Tybee

BURGERS, SANDWICHES & TACOS

with French Fries & Hush Puppies. 12 & Under.

Hot Dog
Corn Dog
Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Chicken Finger Plate
Shrimp Plate
Fish Plate

SEAFOOD BY THE POUND

Bucket of Oysters

STING
RAY’S

Chicken Sandwich Grilled or Fried $8.95
$8.95
Tybeedi Burger Meatless
Stingburger
$8.95
Fried Shrimp Sandwich
$11.95
Fried Oyster Sandwich
$11.95
Mahi Mahi Sandwich
$12.95
Lucile’s Fish Po’ Boy
$10.95
3 Tacos:
Fried Fish
$11.95
Blackened Shrimp
$12.95
Cajun Mahi
$13.95
Crab Cake Sandwich
$12.95

with Red Potatoes, Corn & Side Salad

Wild Pacific Salmon Dinner
Mahi-Mahi Dinner
Tuna Steak Dinner

$13.95
$14.95
$14.95

FROM THE FRYER

Chicken Finger Plate
$10.95
Shrimp Plate
$14.95
Fish Plate
$13.95
Oyster Plate
$14.95
Scallop Plate
$16.95
Flounder Plate
$15.95
Crab Cake Plate
$17.95
$18.95
Combo Plate any 2 of above
Tybee Fisherman’s Platter
for 1 - $26.95
for 2 - $37.95

Shrimp, Fish, Scallops, Oysters, Crab Cake, Fries,
Cole Slaw & Hush Puppies

Key Lime Pie
Mud Pie

DESSERTS

14th Street at Butler Avenue • Tybee Island, GA 912-786-0209

$4.95
$4.95

Tybee

912Digits
Area Code

Emergency- Police, Fire, Medical................................ 911
Police NON-Emergency.............................................. 786-5600
Fire NON-Emergency................................................. 472-5062
Ocean Rescue........................................................... 786-9873
City Hall.................................................................... 786-4573
Library...................................................................... 786-7733
Parking Services........................................................ 472-5101
Post Office................................................................ 786-9632
River’s End Campground............................................ 786-5518
Visitor’s Center/Chamber........................................... 786-5444
YMCA........................................................................ 786-9622
American Legion Post #154....................................... 786-5356
Tybee Island Lighthouse............................................. 786-4077
Marine Science Center............................................... 786-5917

Tybee Post Theater.................................................... 472-4790
Fishing License (Chu’s on Campbell)........................... 786-5904
Dizzy Dean’s Liquor, Beer & Wine............................... 786-4500
XYZ Liquors............................................................... 786-4822
Tybee Golf Carts........................................................ 226-9676
Fat Tire Bikes............................................................ 786-4013
Tim’s Bike & Beach Gear............................................ 786-8467
Burke’s Beach Rentals, Inc......................................... 547-8145
Boogie Scooters Rentals............................................ 472-4266
Shuttle Services
Breezy Riders............................................................ 665-9988
Island’s Taxi............................................................... 786-8688
Tybee Turtle Transit.............................................. 361-TURTLES
Investments
Mathew Cremeans (Edward Jones)............................. 898-3691
Tours
Captain Mike’s Dolphin Tours..................................... 786-5848

Tybee Map
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A look at some of the island’s canine stars
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From the

EDITOR
Alright 2018! I know I am going to flat out regret this but: Whatcha got in
store this year?? With each passing year one always reflects back on the year
prior (except those under 20 who are living forever) and contemplates the ups
and downs, the dids and did nots, the oh hell I did that and the oh hell I did
not do that. One can only hope as we turn raisin that we just did the best we
could with what we had available at the time. At this point in my own personal
experience I just want to try to be a better person with the passing of each year
… nah! Y’all are stuck with same old me!
So on that happy note, let’s make some great resolutions and break them
repeatedly and daily. Why bother if you can’t fail or succeed? I will not quit
drinking or smoking until I’m ready and the turn of the calendar page has little
regard on my willpower or state of mind. When I want to lose weight I will
(but, probably no) and furthermore, I will speak my mind more and not bite my
tongue. If one can’t say it when it’s wildly inappropriate, why bother saying it
all? Alright, I’m done.
I have to take this moment to relate a hilarious problem that occurred. Taxi
Tales keyboard refused to type the letter ‘o’ so in the haste to get the article in
on time, Taxi Tales used the number 0. I am not even going to lie, I couldn’t even
read the story without wanting to throw up - the vertigo was just overwhelming.
So, I would like to take this opportunity to thank Margie for literally taking one
for the team. You are the rock that keeps us all tethered to shore vs. floating
away in random flotsam and jetsam. Ron, please get a new keyboard for sanity
purposes.
I adore the Traveling Beachcomber and love love seeing y’all travel
worldwide and drag this book with you! This month’s winner is Alan Robertson
in South Africa with (from L to R) Tembo (not from Tybee), Kay Fortner, Kim
Robertson, Alan Robertson and Perb Fortner. What an awesome picture!!! Off we
go to A-J’s (I mean you, but I want to go too)! Thanks for rocking that pic Tembo!
On a closing note, I want to say that the Tybee Beachcomber ALWAYS strives
to be fun and entertaining, as well as provide information and good times on
our little rock. Apparently one of our articles in the last edition
was not well received by one or more readers
associated with its subject.
To them, and to anyone else
we might not sit quite right
with on occasion, we extend
our humblest apologies.
Occasionally, things are said that
may not be copacetic with all
and perhaps may be hurtful. That
is never our intent and we like to
think all stories are taken with a
grain of salt followed by a shot of
tequila and a twist of lime! We thank
all of our readers for their support
and have nothing but love for our
extended Tybee family.
On that note, go get me a drink and
let’s read on...
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Bizz Buzz
By Alaina Loughridge Photo by William Harrell

riverrat productions
If you are an old schooler like me, you have to admit that times are a
changing. I am in a constant state of amazement at modern technology
every single day. I mean, I used to have a phone that weighed 20
pounds and was attached to the wall with a 15 foot cord. I also know
what a ‘party line’ is and yes, it was a party. Oh, the gossip I heard!
I remember talking about maybe one day having video phones. Well,
yikes. That day is here! So, now we have mini helicopters that see all
and record all. Welcome to drone land y’all!!
Billy Harrell started Riverrat Productions the minute he saw his
first drone. It was an instant realization that this is what he wanted to
do and he went for it. Having been in the carpentry business forever,
Billy started looking for a hobby that could capture his interest and
bought his first drone when these mini camera copters hit the market.
Always having been an amateur photographer, the drone allowed Billy
to continue his love for photography from an aerial view. So serious
was Billy about this that he got his Drone Operator License which is no
easy task. The FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) has tests and all
sorts of hoops one has to jump through.
Having an ‘eye’ in the sky has been an experience! Cruising the back
rivers, marshes and coastal areas from Tybee, Dafuskie, St. Catherine’s,
Amelia Island and more, has given Billy lots of practice! Branching
out and offering aerial services for realtors, rental and commercial

properties has also built valuable flight experience and on the job
training. With this new experience, Billy says that he is always watching
the light, “You have to learn how to use the natural light. There is no
faking a drone shot.” Easier said than done. Billy named his first drone
“Osprey,” but has since upgraded to “Falcon” who has been all over the
East Coast taking breathtaking pictures that no mortal can capture.
With this new technology, strange business opportunities have
become available, and I say strange because who woulda thunk that we
do not have to send a guy up a ladder for cell phone tower review? We
can go to natural disaster areas and get up close and personal without
ever leaving the safety of a bunker? The possibilities are endless and
Billy is up front and center.
If you are interested in talking to Billy at Riverrat Productions
about obtaining aerial photography of your business or property, the
Tybee Pier, or your ex behaving badly (KIDDING!!), you can find him on
Facebook under both Billy Harrell and Riverrat Productions as well as at
Instagram: riverrat productions. Personally, I think the picture of the Pier
coming in from the East is spectacular!

Real Estate Video/Photography
Walk Through Video
• Business Spotlight Video/Photography
• Special Event Video/Photography
• Aerial Family Portraits
• In House Video Editing
• Construction Site Video/Photography
• Large Property/ Farm Aerial Survey
• Serving GA, SC, NC, FL, AL, TN
• FAA Licensed Remote Pilot
• General Liability Insurance
•

• Interior

William Harrell
Mobile: 912-414-8418
Email: harrell609@gmail.com
177 Laurel Street
Richmond Hill, GA 31124

RIVERRAT PRODUCTIONS
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Jan 2018 Tide Chart

Georgia, Savannah River Ent.
Date

Day

High Tide

High Tide

Low Tide

Low Tide

1

Mo

7:00a

8.6

7:27p

7.3

12:55a

-1.4

1:38p

2

Tu

7:54a

8.8

8:21p

7.4

1:49a

-1.6

3

We

8:46a

8.7

9:15p

7.3

2:42a

-1.7

4

Th

9:39a

8.5

10:10p

7.2

3:34a

5

Fr

10:33a

8.1

11:07p

7.1

4:26a

6

Sa

11:28a

7.7

7

Su

12:05a

6.9

12:22p

7.2

8

Mo

1:02a

6.7

1:16p

9

Tu

1:57a

6.6

10

We

2:51a

11

Th

3:44a

12

Fr

13

N 32° 02.0' / W 80° 54.1'
Sunrise

Sunset

Moonrise

Moonset

-0.9

7:24a

5:30p

5:24p

6:40a

2:31p

-1.2

7:24a

5:31p

6:30p

7:44a

3:22p

-1.2

7:25a

5:32p

7:38p

8:42a

-1.5

4:11p

-1.1

7:25a

5:33p

8:46p

9:33a

-1.2

5:01p

-0.9

7:25a

5:33p

9:51p

10:19a

5:18a

-0.8

5:50p

-0.5

7:25a

5:34p

10:53p

10:59a

6:13a

-0.3

6:42p

-0.2

7:25a

5:35p

11:53p

11:36a

6.8

7:11a

0.2

7:37p

0.1

7:25a

5:36p

2:08p

6.5

8:13a

0.5

8:34p

0.3

7:25a

5:37p

12:51a

12:44p

6.6

3:00p

6.2

9:15a

0.7

9:30p

0.4

7:25a

5:38p

1:46a

1:19p

6.6

3:52p

6.1

10:13a

0.7

10:21p

0.4

7:25a

5:38p

2:41a

1:54p

4:37a

6.7

4:44p

6.1

11:05a

0.6

11:09p

0.3

7:25a

5:39p

3:35a

2:32p

Sa

5:27a

6.9

5:34p

6.1

11:53a

0.4

11:55p

0.1

7:25a

5:40p

4:28a

3:13p

14

Su

6:14a

7.0

6:21p

6.2

12:38p

0.3

7:25a

5:41p

5:20a

3:57p

15

Mo

6:57a

7.1

7:04p

6.3

12:38a

0.0

1:20p

0.1

7:24a

5:42p

6:10a

4:44p

16

Tu

7:37a

7.2

7:45p

6.4

1:19a

-0.1

2:00p

0.0

7:24a

5:43p

6:57a

5:34p

17

We

8:15a

7.2

8:23p

6.4

1:59a

-0.1

2:38p

-0.1

7:24a

5:44p

7:41a

6:26p

18

Th

8:50a

7.1

8:59p

6.4

2:37a

-0.1

3:15p

-0.1

7:24a

5:45p

8:22a

7:20p

19

Fr

9:24a

7.0

9:35p

6.3

3:15a

-0.1

3:51p

-0.1

7:23a

5:46p

9:01a

8:15p

20

Sa

9:59a

6.9

10:13p

6.3

3:52a

0.0

4:28p

-0.1

7:23a

5:47p

9:37a

9:10p

21

Su

10:36a

6.7

10:55p

6.4

4:31a

0.1

5:06p

0.0

7:23a

5:47p

10:11a

10:07p

22

Mo

11:19a

6.5

11:43p

6.4

5:14a

0.2

5:48p

0.0

7:22a

5:48p

10:45a

11:04p

23

Tu

12:08p

6.4

6:02a

0.4

6:36p

0.1

7:22a

5:49p

11:20a

24

We

12:37a

6.6

1:03p

6.3

6:58a

0.5

7:32p

0.0

7:22a

5:50p

11:56a

12:03a

25

Th

1:35a

6.7

2:03p

6.2

8:04a

0.6

8:34p

-0.1

7:21a

5:51p

12:35p

1:03a

26

Fr

2:36a

7.0

3:05p

6.2

9:15a

0.5

9:38p

-0.3

7:21a

5:52p

1:18p

2:07a

27

Sa

3:40a

7.3

4:10p

6.4

10:23a

0.2

10:41p

-0.7

7:20a

5:53p

2:08p

3:12a

28

Su

4:45a

7.6

5:15p

6.6

11:27a

-0.2

11:41p

-1.1

7:20a

5:54p

3:03p

4:17a

29

Mo

5:47a

8.0

6:16p

6.9

12:25p

-0.6

7:19a

5:55p

4:05p

5:22a

30

Tu

6:45a

8.3

7:13p

7.2

12:39a

-1.4

1:21p

-1.0

7:18a

5:56p

5:12p

6:22a

31

We

7:39a

8.5

8:06p

7.4

1:34a

-1.7

2:13p

-1.3

7:18a

5:57p

6:20p

7:18a

12:10p

Phase
Full

3rd

New

1st

Full

Tybee Island Bucket List
• Tybee’s Polar Bear Plunge
• Walk the beach
• Collect seashells and shark teeth
• Visit the Tybee Island Lighthouse and Fort Screven
• Watch a sunrise and a sunset on the beach
• Go on Captain Mike’s dolphin tour
• Visit Fort Pulaski
• Go Fishing! (deep sea fishing, surf fishing, pier fishing)
• Rent a golf cart
• Visit the Marine Science Center
• Ride the bike path
• Go surfing, boogie boarding, paddle boarding
• Rent a kayak (and use it)
• Go shopping in our many unique shops
• Check out our great restaurants and bars
• Take in a live performance or movie at The Tybee Post Theater
• Go see a live theater production at the Black Box Theater
• Stroll through our Park of 7 Flags (at the end of Hwy. 80)
• Enjoy people watching (we have a lot of characters here)
• Relax!!
• Remember to leave only your footprints
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your blood, sweat and tears, no other break compares to it. So, stay
classy Tybee, the ocean log is in great hands. Thank you Surf family,
Science Center family, Beachcomber family and Tybee family for having
me! I’ve enjoyed the ride immensely and won’t be able to be away for
long. Too many great swells to come! Cheers.
By Joy Davis

Home Break
If we had to sum up the 2017 year water highlights, I think we
would all agree that, hands down, the blue ribbon days of bliss and
celebration were those that followed Irma and her tumultuous swell.
The back swing of that storm whipped our north jetties into pumping,
shoulder to head-high waves with gloriously clean conditions. In years
to come we will still be saying, “Remember north end after Irma came
through?” and all of our eyes will glaze over as we ride down our 200
yard wave from 2017. That swell definitely deserves to be the water
weekend of the year, if not the decade, for Tybee surfing.
The experienced surfers on Tybee have passed down many accounts
of unimaginable Tybee swells and changing tides. Their role in water
culture oversees the evolution of the waves and the bathymetry of
the tidal zone. The surfing community is still very much a story based
community. Surfers are historians of the swell and pass down their
accounts to the next generation in the line-up.
Unique from most breaks, Tybee Island is in constant motion, giving
us all a chance to read into the movement ourselves. Many breaks are
a pretty stable recipe of winds, tides, swells, and time. Tybee surfers,
being less set in our waves, are bound for greatness. Our shifting sands
require a steadfast reliability on change. It is all part of the grand surf
experience as a Tybee surfer and the reward is consistently a pretty
great time... when the waves come.
The most swell adapted surfers will immerge out of nowhere to
catch the best waves of the year and their timing is always suspiciously
perfect. They all possess swell radar and the longer one surfs in a
place, the stronger that signal gets. It’s the magic of a home break. A
home break is the wave and surf community you have grown up the
most with, it adopts you and shapes you as a surfer, and it becomes
family.
Tybee Island, as a home break, requires a lot of attention and patience.
If you keep an eye on it and make it part of your daily routine, you
will be able to follow its shifty nature and be rewarded with tracking
the swells’ character. You become a documenter of the tidelines and
channels, literate in elemental energy and really begin to enjoy the
assets of paying attention. I have grown to love these waves myself and
am grateful to call Tybee my home break.
They have always said, if you can surf Tybee you can surf anywhere,
and I will challenge anyone to try it because it is most definitely a gift
that keeps on giving.
As I pack up to go back to school and pursue some good surf, I am
humbled by the community here on Tybee. I am taking these last words
as an opportunity to express my gratitude to some very special folks
for taking me in, sharing with me their surf and island knowledge, and
making me feel right at home.
The beauty about a home break is that no matter where you go or who
you find in your travels, that home break is you’re most comfortable,

Update From

Tybee’s Mayor
By Mayor Jason Buelterman

We have a lot going on as we continue to recover from Matthew
and Irma. The bids for the planned beach renourishment project are
set to be opened on January 9th. It is entirely possible that due to the
relatively small federal budget allotment and high demand for sand
dredging companies, that the project may not have an acceptable bid. If
the project moves forward, we hope to use funds that we have lobbied
for at the state level to buy extra sand for our dune system. We will
learn whether the state will contribute to this planned project in early
January.
The FEMA flood mitigation grant program is moving forward. Our
city manager will be providing updates at every council meeting about
this process, as we know many homeowners are very interested in
the matter. There are obviously limited funds available for the grant
program but we are doing all we can to help as many homeowners
as possible. About 120 homeowners have expressed interest in the
grant. At our December council meeting (which took place after this
article was written), we expect to establish some specific criteria that
will increase our chances for securing funds, including whether homes
are owner-occupied and whether homes have experienced flooding.
Minutes and videos from past council meetings are available on
cityoftybee.org.
We purchased a new fire pumper in December. This pumper replaces
an older one that we have had for decades. The cost was a little under
$300,000. It was a demo used by the manufacturer so we were able
to purchase it at a discount. The funds came from the Special Purpose
Local Option Sales Tax (SPLOST) that was approved county-wide by
voters a few years ago. It is estimated that about 40% of the proceeds
of this county-wide tax are generated by visitors.
Congratulations to the Tybee Island Maritime Academy (TIMA) on
their successful application for another 5 year charter from the State
Board of Education. We are very, very proud of our Island’s school and
are lucky to have such a committed group of volunteers serving on
their school board who have intelligently guided the school from its
creation through its first five years as a school. TIMA is a very, very
important part of our community and our Island’s future.
Many thanks to all the citizens, volunteers and businesses that took
part in the Lights on for Tybee event that kicked off our holiday season.
The organizers did a great job once again this year putting on a familyfriendly event.
As always, feel free to call (912.844.8427) or email me (jbuelterman@
cityoftybee.org) if you have any questions, concerns or suggestions.
TYBEE BEACHCOMBER |
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By Alaina Loughridge

Dipping one’s toes in the water in the middle of winter has never been one
of my fave go-to’s for a New Year’s Resolution. Dipping one’s entire hind
quarters in has never made my list either, but you would be amazed at the
number of nutty people out there willing to take the plunge for a good time
as well as a good cause! Welcome to the Tybee Polar Plunge y’all!
By the time you are curled up with a Mimosa or a Bloody Mary in a nice,
warm towel, you will already have indulged (suffered) or enjoyed (screamed
out loud) through the nice bathtub temperatures (Ha) that the Atlantic Ocean
via Tybee has to offer on the first day of January! Are you exhilarated? I
hope so and a big “Thank You” for taking one for the team and supporting
the Tybee Post Theater!
2018 marks Tybee’s 19th year of the Tybee Polar Plunge. 19 years is
awesome and it all started with Don Ernst on a drunken dare to jump
in! Well, that dare was accepted and challenged. The next year more
friends joined him (around 12) and each year after that the numbers grew.
Originally the Polar Plunge happened on the north end of the island, until
the numbers became so large that it was decided to move it to the south
end by the Pier. Well, that move did it. Now thousands of people from all
over are taking the plunge.
Don donated all of the funds received to a variety of charities throughout
the years, until it was time for something new for him. Calling on Friends
of Tybee Theater, they took over in 2012 and have been doing great things
and continuing to improve upon this fun and invigorating charitable event
that has people from all over the world traveling to our bit of paradise to
participate and claim their T-shirt!
Each year makes progress towards getting bigger and better, but I have
to hand it to 2012 when the Tybee Post Theater won a GUINESS WORLD
RECORD for the largest gathering of people wearing swim caps with a
total of 2,049 people! That is epic! What a fun and great way to get people
together!
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The Tybee Post Theater has been a work in progress for a long time.
Originally built in the 1930’s, it was designed to be a movie house for
the soldiers at Fort Screven. In the 1960’s, the building fell into disrepair
and was mainly used by teenagers behaving badly (ah, the good old
days). It’s been in and out of pockets since then, but when the Friends
of Tybee took over in 2001, a real concerted effort was made to get this
shell of a shack back into working order and get it going for people on
Tybee. Well, the time is nigh and the Post Theater is rocking with the
help of a lot of people and charity events such as the Polar Plunge.
Now a true Performing Arts Center/Community Center, the Post Theater
offers so many fun and entertaining things to do year round: From live
music to plays, both children and adult, touring musicians, Family Feud
(Steve Harvey would be jealous), and movies from old screen to new.
I have to say my favorite times at the Post involve shows of movies
filmed on Tybee. You get to sit with your neighbors and family, friends

and residents who know the specifics on each part and maybe got
lucky enough to be in a feature film! While you are laughing or groaning
out loud, drink your beer or wine and have some popcorn! Very few
places in the world offer such a relaxing atmosphere to hang with your
community.
If you haven’t been to the Post Theater yet, you gotta go! There is truly
always something going on and a little bit of something for everybody.
Check out their Facebook page or their website for details, show times,
prices, etc.
The Tybee Polar Plunge returns to Tybee Island on Jan.1, 2018. Join
thousands of brave souls and friends willing to take the plunge into the
brisk Atlantic Ocean at 12 noon on New Year’s Day. It’s a great way for
the ENTIRE FAMILY to start off the New Year! Registration comes with
a souvenir long-sleeve 2018 Tybee Polar Plunge T-shirt. $25 for adults
and $15 for kids under 12. Support this worthy cause and make the
leap!
The fun kicks off with the legendary Gang of Goofs Costume Contest
and Parade on the Tybee Island Pier and Pavilion at 11am. So gather
up your gang of goofy friends and family, dream up your wackiest
costumes and compete for great cash prizes and your team’s name
inscribed on the Le Gang of Goofs Trophy!
In the meantime, I will see you in the water!!! Well, actually I will see
YOU in the water as I look from behind the safety of my Mimosa! Happy
New Year Everyone!!
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A Morning with The Fish Whisperer
By Hollie Sessoms

We went out on an incoming tide as the sun rose slowly over the Lazaretto.
The November day was frigid, the wind rough, biting against our faces,
forcing us to rub our hands together and breathe deeply into them. Forgotten
were the months of muggy summer weather that coastal Georgia is famous
for, forgotten were bikinis and suntan lotion, forgotten were long swims in
warm bodies of water. The chill of fall was everywhere. Deep inside our
bones.
Captain Nick, dubbed “The Fish Whisperer,” of Big Fish Charters had met
us at dawn by Bubba Gumbos, near a quaint cluster of sea-battered buildings
selling bait, seafood, and kayak rentals. He is stocky, with longish hair and
a goateed face. Dressed in cargo pants, Dickie jacket, and a backwards
bleach-stained cap, Captain Nick looks every bit the Georgia boy though he
originally hails from California.
After procuring shrimp for bait we took off in the Key Largo. I was bundled
as much as my limited Southern girl wardrobe allowed in fleece-lined tights,
yoga pants, hoodie, two jackets, hat, scarf, and gloves, and still I trembled
in the chill fall air as the boat cut through the water to Captain Nick’s supersecret fishing location. The first rule of fishing with Captain Nick: Don’t talk
about where Captain Nick takes you fishing. I wasn’t psyched about the
early wake-up initially, but as the sky put on a show of a myriad of colors
welcoming the day and dolphins swam alongside us, I began to change my
mind.
Expectations were high among my husband and two teenage boys, David
and Zach, who didn’t mind braving the weather and early wake-up one bit if
it meant a good day of fishing. Zach is something of a Fish Whisperer junkie
and looks forward to his column in the Beachcomber each month, admiring
the pictures and discovering the fish forecast, so for him to actually be on a
fishing expedition with The Fish Whisperer was a true adventure.
Zach took the first cast into the water and we
waited with bated breath for him to feel the sweet
tug of a bite. David and Husband soon joined him
with lines in the water and it wasn’t long before
David struck first blood, pulling in a 17 inch Red
Drum. Salivating, imagining him fileted and fried
up in a pan, we quickly put him on ice and then
followed him up with a 19.5 inch Drum.
Once we hit the stride, there was no stopping us.
Trout and Drum were caught, indiscriminately,
upon our lines. So many that we soon realized we would never be able to eat
them all. There were few moments when we weren’t either still giddy from
the last fish caught or catching another. Husband was barren for a while.
He’d been looking forwards to the chartered trip since his fishing expeditions
with the kids usually consisted of him baiting hooks, untangling snares, and
unsnagging lines. But even with the aid of the Fish Whisperer, he was still left
on the sidelines watching them reel in fish after fish.
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Finally, after an hour or so of casting and reeling, Husband snagged a Trout,
followed quickly by Zach reeling in a Red Drum. I prayed for David to get a
Flounder (which happens to be my favorite) at the exact time so we could
have an inshore slam, but no luck!
The sun began to peek between clouds, but just when it would start defrosting
my frozen fingers, it would hide away again to be followed by a chill breeze.
Warmth, it seemed, was not in the cards for us. No matter, the glow of my
boys’ excited faces was enough to make the cold bearable.
Soon the tides turned and the Red Drum stopped
biting, but there were still plenty of Trout out
there for hunting. Captain Nick, with his years
of experience and a certain savvy intuition, was
able to tell us exactly where to put our lines to
pull up fish. It was a slight bit eerie and uncanny
and reminded me that if you only know where to
look, you can learn to see so much.
We had one run-in with a persistent seagull who
thought he deserved a chance at the shrimp we
seemed to be giving away, but soon discovered it wasn’t worth the trouble
and flew away to find a better, more manageable, breakfast.
The day seemed to be winding down as we hit a bit of a lull. Our bellies were
rumbling. The coffee was no longer warming us and needed desperately to
be replaced with whiskey. But the boys weren’t ready to pack it up quite yet.
Captain Nick looked to Husband and with a shrug told him that you never
knew how fish were going to behave. Anything could happen. As if on cue,
Zach had a fish on and reeled it in to reveal a five pound Sheepshead. It was
without doubt the catch of the day and the ugliest fish I have ever seen in
my life (yet, quite tasty).
The boys tried a few more casts, but after the excitement of the Sheepshead
nothing much else seemed to be happening, but then Husband reeled in an
18 inch Trout! Good
times! We counted
ourselves
blessed,
reeled in and headed
back to shore. We
ended up catching
about 30 nice fish
over a three hour
period and kept 6
Trout, 5 Red Drum,
and a Sheepshead.
Captain Nick filleted
them with expertise
and sent us home with two large bags of cuts that we fried up that night
with a side of hush puppies. Not bad for a day’s work.

New Year’s Resolutions and their Solutions
Check out a potential new
house or let us sell yours.
Stop by one of our three
offices for a free local
Property List.
Email: sales@spc21.com
Web: www.spc21.com
802 1st St, Tybee Island – 912-786-5466
205 Johnny Mercer Blvd, Savannah – 912-897-4448
32 Bull St, Savannah – 912-349-1380

..So

MMM.

!
Good

hours
tues-fri: 7:30-5 sat: 8-5 sun: 8-3 mon: closed

Espresso, frappes & smoothies
1213 80 east
Next door to huc a poos in tybee oaks center

912-224-5227

January, a fresh new year, full of broken promises we make to fool
ourselves into thinking somehow, some way, this year will be better. But it’s
all a lie. Resolutions are a lie. However, my Editor-in-Chief said I can’t take a
month off, so here it is - New Year’s Resolutions and their solutions!
• The first and most popular resolution is to “work out” and “get in
shape.” Well, you know what? That sounds awful. I mean yes, I could go to
the Y and get a membership, and yes, I could go work out and check out all
the hotties, but Tybee is small, and most men who work out are vain, so I just
follow their Snapchat stories. I still get to see the same hunks and my eyes
can linger from the comfort of my hammock. With a hand full of potato chips.
• Drinking, or quitting drinking is also cool and popular at the New
Year. Let’s tell everyone that I’m getting hammered tonight, but its ok,
because in the morning I’m done forever! Truth is it would be more effective
to ask people to just not judge me when I go all out celebrating the death
of 2017. With the end of drinking, I hear people mention they “need to drink
more water.” This year, I pledge to drink a gallon of water a week! No, not
a gallon of water a day for a week, just one gallon of water in a seven day
period. I would attempt more, but I don’t want to shock my system, and let’s
be realistic, come January 4th I’m going to have forgotten I was doing this.
(Fun Fact #1: Make small resolutions, so when you don’t stick with them you
don’t seem like a giant failure, just a tiny failure.)
• Giving Back is always popular. “I need to volunteer more, I need to
help my fellow man.” Why? People generally suck. And let’s be honest,
you probably don’t really care. You just want to sound compassionate to all
your friends and family. And let’s get real. They already know how heartless
you are. If you really feel the need to volunteer, do something that actually
matters, like cleaning up the beach, or over tipping your server next time
you eat out.
• Education is another popular promise we make. “I’m going to read
more, I’m going to go back to school, and I’m going to learn a new fact every
day.” Lame. I told myself I will learn a new word every day, and try to use
it. The first word I tried to learn was Ambiguity, but I’m not completely sure
what it means. The second word I tried to learn was Obfuscation, but it just
confuses me. Discouraged, I gave up my attempt to better myself through
further education.
• Start a hobby. For me I’ve been actively killing plants for as long as I can
remember. At some point the garden center at ACE is going to ban me. And
rightfully so. But the fact that I am a walking environmental disaster doesn’t
slow me down in my pursuit of having a green thumb. I will continue to kill
until I am forcibly stopped. “WHY DON’T YOU LOVE ME?” I scream at all my
pots of dead plants, as I order Chia seeds off Amazon, “The Chia will love me,
I just know it!” (Fun Fact #2: They don’t.)
• Romance. This is the year, this is my year, I’m finally going to pop the
question, down on one knee, “Why God Why? Why won’t anyone love me?” I
runny nose sob through my tears of loneliness. Is there anyone out there for
me? Who knows, I live on an island with a population of three dozen people.
(Fun Fact #3: It’s closer to three baker’s dozen.) Maybe I’ll meet someone
this year? Maybe we won’t have any more hurricanes? It’s too soon to tell.
(Fun Fact #4: My most recent tarot card reading said more hurricanes and
more loneliness in 2018.)
This has been fun. I hope you took something away from this article. Even
if you didn’t, I’ll still sleep at night. So, Happy New Year. Love you all. Try to
be better humans, I’m sure you all could use some improvement.
TYBEE BEACHCOMBER |
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Doggin’ Around with Jimmy
By Jimmy Prosser

Since 2018 is The Year of the Dog, we have decided to highlight
some of Tybee’s better-known residents. These four legged friends
make our day, and who could blame us? Enjoy all these wonderful
photos of our local’s stars. And as always, the Tybee Beachcomber
loves a good contest, the sillier the better. If you can correctly match
the following tail waggers to their human servants, please submit
your entry to info@tybeebeachcomber.com on or before January 15th
2018, to win a fabulous prize.

Nomi is our next party pup. This pretty girl loves her self some
peanut butter and hates vacuum cleaners. You can find her
cruising up and down Izlar listening to death metal.
Lulu (L) and Buffy (R). Buffy hates skate boards but loves to
eat cat poop. Lulu loves meeting new people but isn’t a fan
of squirrels. These two can be seen with their parents listening to
Jimmy Buffet.

Say hi to our girl Cleo. She likes butt scratches and does not
like baths. You can often find her Breezing around!

Jake is the next handsome pup. He loves dog treats but don’t
expect him to share. This doggo does not like cuddling. You can
catch him being carried down the stairs on 14th St.

This tail wagging boy is Titan, he likes vacationing to St.
Augustine. He does not like hot pavement. You can catch this
party pup at Poo’s.

Bianco (L) and Kona (R) are two of a kind, with a love of puppy
snacks. Nothing irritates these two more than cats! Find them
walking 14th St. with a Wet Willies in hand (paw)!

Dilli Dalli is as sweet as his person. Dilli loves canned dog
food and his squeaky toys. But you won’t catch this fella out in
the rain! You’ll often find him sharing our Facebook posts!

Up next Teddy (L) and Fergie (R). Teddy loves water bottles
but hates sand spurs. Fergie loves literally everything with the
exception of guitars. These two love fresh Gumbo.
Blue is another party pup. Blue loves the beach on Little Tybee
and can’t stand fireworks. This gorgeous doggy loves In For A
Penny.
This adorable face belongs to Zoe. Zoe loves bacon (who
doesn’t?). She doesn’t like the sound penguins make when
they die in video games. You can find this cutie writing Zombie
stories!
This gentle giant is Elvis. He loves the water. He hates Tybee’s
No Dogs on the Beach ordinance (and rightfully so). This big
love can be caught Jet Skiing on the back river!

Nikki is this lovely pooch. Nikki loves to spend her day
napping. But don’t you try to give her a bath! Nikki hangs on
Jones (at Sandbar and Tybee Time too!)
Emily is quite the pretty lady! This girly loves to eat tortilla
chips, and hates generally everything. You can catch her on the
porch being Social.
Jett is this handsome hound! He likes running with his owner
on the bicycle and hates it when his owner is on the phone. He
can be seen riding shotgun in a big red truck!
Gizmo (L) and Daisy (R). Giz loves a nice lap to cuddle on, and
hates being kicked out of bed. Daisy loves to hold hands with
her people, but hates the rain. These booze hounds will get you Dizzy!
We’ve left you a bunch of clues in each description. We hope you can
Scooby Doo yourself to the right answer!

By J. Be

The other day I found myself at the lake very early in the morning,
watching my daughter row. The sun was peeking above the horizon
and the girls were already on the lake. I was taking in the whole thing,
the quietness, the oars skimming the water in perfect synchronicity, and
I came to the conclusion that I really appreciate seeing people do things
well. I guess maybe most of us do. That’s why we are fascinated by
amazing talents, such as athletes and musicians. But I think even some
of the mundane talents are pretty amazing to watch.
For example, I was cruising the office halls and stopped for a second
to watch someone rip 85 words per minute on the keyboard. It was
impressive. I can remember and appreciate the moments I’ve shared
relief and joy with a co-worker who found the missing piece, be it a
lost penny in a ledger or tweaking some code. I can admire the writer
behind a powerful poem or story that is well written and has deep
impact. Amazing talent, in any discipline, gets my respect.
And so these thoughts were banging around in my head while my
daughter was rowing at 5:30 in the morning. She’s very good. And
then I wondered … what am I good at? Do I have any talent - even a
mundane talent - that would make a person stop in the halls to watch
a second? Hmm. After a few moments, I realized that yes, I think I do!
Admittedly, I haven’t used this talent in a while, but it’s there. And that
talent my friends is simple: I am an expert in the Art of the Upsell.
Sales was my first serious job. I was just out of high school dinking
around and suddenly found myself working in a Thom McAn shoe store,
which was a great job. Work in the mall. Flirt with the ice cream girls.
Flirt with Macy’s girls. Flirt with the Mervyn’s girls. Flirt with the .... You
get the idea. And I had to sell shoes! Loafers, flats, pumps, Stacy Adams
dress shoes, if it went on your foot, I sold it. It was easy. It was fun. And
then I found out for every shoe tree I sold with a pair of shoes, they
would give me a commission! Even my deficient high school math skills
quickly figured out selling a couple shoe trees a day added up. And so
I polished my shoe tree sales skills. I don’t want to give away the sales
secret, but let me just say if you bought a pair of dress shoes from my
Thom McAn shoe store in the mid 80’s, you also bought a couple of
shoe trees. I don’t mean to brag, but yes, you might of stopped to watch
my sales pitch, because … I was smooth.
But I don’t hold sole proprietorship on the upsell skills set. No, not at
all. In fact, there’s a lot of us out there that have perfected the art of
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the upsell. I know every time my wife and daughter go to the nail salon,
they come back with extra polishes, acrylic strengtheners and decals.
I have no idea what it all means, and honestly, I don’t think they do
either. All they can tell me is it was only an extra $15 or so and that
their nails are now “very smoo” and “mo betta.” Seems like a deal to
me.
So yes, in general, shoe salesman and nail technicians have perfected
the upsell. But as I reflect upon it, we are all really just journeymen in
the art of selling. I mean shoe salesmen and nail techs are reliable and
do solid work. We might get you to stop in the hall for a second and give
an appreciative nod. But the true Master of the Upsell – the undisputed
champion, the Jedi Knight of the Upsell … is not even a human.
Without question, the true Master of the Upsell is the dog. Think about
it. Dogs pretty much do whatever they want and cannot speak a word
to us human types. My dog wants out, I open the door. Ditto for the
way back in. My dog can chew shoes, rip pillows, crap on the porch,
terrorize kids, cats, squirrels and the mailman and still be welcomed
into my house like he is the hero of the house. And all he does is flash
the eyes and wag the tail. It’s actually a little unfair.
Even Mountain Dew recognizes dogs are the master of the upsell.
They played that crazy puppy monkey baby commercial during the
Super Bowl, which is scientific proof that those three things: puppies,
monkeys and babies, are proven to generate the most sales. But what
did they start with? Puppies. Yes, they picked the dog first. First, over
a human baby! The dog won out over our own species and the animal
that we share 90 whatever % of our DNA with or something like that.
It’s not even close. Dogs, you win: you are the master of the upsell.
Which I suppose is why when I’m cruising around in the park, or out at
the lake, and I see a dog, I have to say hi. It’s not just a “Hi, I like your
dog” response … it’s more than that. Somewhere deep inside, I’m just
wired to appreciate seeing something done well. So my pat to your dog
is acknowledgement that your dog has upsold you so well you don’t
even know it. That is the mark of a master.
You know, I’m thinking that if I would of had a dog in my shoe sales
days, I might of made a bit more in sales. Actually … I wonder if I can
train my dog to sit in front of the keyboard and write next month’s
article?

Call to Join our
Rental Program

Serving Tybee
for over 17 years

E S C A P E TO I S L A N D PA R A D I S E
StayTybee offers a choice of Vacation Rentals (Condos, Cottages and Homes)
on Tybee Island, Georgia. Come explore our shores and make yourself at HOME.

StayTybee.com | 912.786.0531
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Dizzy Deans
Beer, Wine, Liquor, Cigarettes, Cigars
Mon - Thurs 10am-10pm / Fri & Sat 10am-10pm
Sunday 12:30pm - 6pm

912 -786- 4500
By George Walker - Commander American Legion Post 154
Once again another “New Year” is here and we at American Legion Post
154 hope that it’s a good year for everyone. Best wishes to those who
jumped into the Atlantic Ocean (Polar Plunge) on New Year’s Day.
By the time this is published the Georgia Bulldogs will be in line for a
National Championship against either the Clemson Tigers OR the Alabama
Crimson Tide. We will be open for the game and may the best “Bulldog”
win.
Reminder, our legion hall is available for rent. If you would like to have a
birthday party, wedding reception, family event or anything special contact
Lillian Brown. She can be reached thru the post at 786-5356. You DO NOT
have to be a member to make reservations.
Thanks to our Sons of the American Legion we have had insulation
installed in the ceiling. This will be a great help for the comfort of the
legion hall both in winter and summer months.
Horseshoes on Saturday nights are on hold for now but we plan to start
back in early March.
Bingo is on Fridays at 8pm. Cards go on sale at 7pm and the public is
welcome. Total prizes could reach $1,500 dollars. The “Big Game” is for
$500.00.
We continue to look for new members. If you’re interested in the
Legion, Ladies Auxiliary or Sons of the Legion call the Post (786-5356) for
information.
The Legion and Auxiliary meet on the second Monday of the month,
with social hour (and food) starting at 6pm and the meeting at 7pm. The
Sons of the Legion meet on the third Monday at 7pm.
As always, Linda or Joseph will have the canteen open at 5pm
(occasionally sooner when there is a special event) every day except
Sunday. We close on Sundays unless there is a special event.

1516 Butler Avenue

Wind Rose Cafe

Southern Style Lunch Specials
Monday - Friday

BENSCTH!
LU

$ 8.25

19 Tybrisa Street

912-786-6593

BEST

HAPPY

HOUR!

WRITER’S

BLOCK

This month’s featured writer is Janine Manning, aka Mom, aka Jem.
Janine has been with us since inception (well, the fact that she is Alaina’s
mother has nothing to do with that!) and hasn’t missed a month with her
articles. She puts out our Life’s A Beach Events every month, which ain’t
no easy thing, especially if you live in Oregon and have to figure out what’s
going on here on Tybee - and believe me, she knows more about what’s
going on here than we do! She is also the one that writes her beautiful
poetry for us. Thank you Janine for all your hard work. We love you!
Of course, we asked her the Four Most Important Questions of Life:
Tybee Life: 8 years (in spirit)
When I grow up I want to be: Thin
My Passion: My family
My Spirit Animal: An elephant, because they are family oriented
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By Rem
By Hollie Sessoms

(Fake) Service Dogs
Let me start by saying that I love dogs as much as the next guy.
Actually … that’s probably not true. I wouldn’t say I love dogs. No, I
wouldn’t say that at all. But just because I don’t love dogs doesn’t mean
that I hate them. I just don’t … exactly … get the whole dog thing.
Like many things in life, I blame my brother for this. He was severely
asthmatic as a child and allergic to anything with fur and feathers, so
animals were an absolute impossibility in our house. Plus, we were a
military family and it ain’t so easy moving every three years with fourlegged friends. I’ve tried having pets as an adult and learned quickly
that I’m not the sort of person who has any interest in feeding and
caring for anything or anyone that I did not either marry or give birth
to. Once, in a bar, I admitted to a stranger that I didn’t like dogs and
he drew back in surprise and proclaimed that I was indeed brave for
admitting that.
But it seems to many that it’s not okay for me to not be a dog
person. In this day and age, dogs are foisted upon me at all times and
places. This seems to be a relatively new phenomenon due to the rise
of “service dogs.” I get that there are people with legitimate disabilities
who need service dogs. Totally. I totally get it and I’m for that. Let me
state clearly that I am all for people who need their service dogs to help
them with certain tasks being able to bring them wherever they need to
go. But it seems that everyone needs a service dog these days. Shoot, I
bet I could qualify for a service dog. I have eczema! I need a dog to help
with my eczema! And I need to bring him with me everywhere! To hell
with you and your canine allergies, I have eczema people! Have some
sympathy for me!
Let’s say you want to take your dog to the beach, but Tybee has
a strict “No Dog” policy. Easy solution, get a Tourette’s diagnosis and
make that Chihuahua a service dog! Need to go out to lunch, but don’t
want to leave Fido at home? Anyone can have adult ADHD, all it takes
is a half dozen cups of coffee. And now, you and Fido can split some
chicken tenders at Applebees! Hemorrhoids acting up? Use it to your
advantage and get your little schnauzer certified so you two can live it
up at the mall!
I swear I see dogs in places I never did just a few years ago. I was
in the library the other day and had to endure a little Shih Tzu licking
my toes. My toes, people! I even moved over an aisle, fine I won’t read
another Neil Gaiman book this week, and the little turd followed me and
my toes, his oblivious owner reading away happily in the corner. And
do I even need to talk about the poop that doesn’t get picked up? Don’t
make me talk about the poop….
The fact is, these people with their untrained, so-called “service
dogs” are making it harder and harder for people with disabilities who
truly need a service dog to help them in their life. Fake service dogs with
little to no training, make even the most legitimate of service dogs seem
like frauds. Not to mention it makes a mockery of people with very real
disabilities who rely on their dogs to perform vital tasks for them.
And what about people with animal allergies? Are they supposed to
suffer because some people can’t bear to be away from their pets? I call
foul. So, remember, if you find yourself wanting to make Spot into a fake
service dog just so you have some company at the coffee shop, it just
may be time to find some real, human-type friends.
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Happy New Deer!!!
Oh deer! Another year. Here we are at the beginning of 2018 and for us
that means MORE deer. Some of you may remember from last February’s
Haus Frau article, we have established quite the family of deer. This
didn’t happen on purpose … or did it? 2017 proved to be a year of ups
and downs for the herd. We still have most of the original crew but we
have gotten a first-hand account of the life of a deer and I must say it
can be pure enjoyment but also tremendous heartbreak.

Big Mama and Eyeshadow both had twins! They presented their
babies to us as proud as can be and as cute as they come. Eyeshadow
lost one of hers which left our total baby count for the herd at five.
Big Mama still had her sidekick, Bait, so she essentially had a nanny.
Since doing most of the work for Big Mama, Bait has become her own
woman. Crazy Eyes did not produce any offspring but still has her baby
from last season in tow; we call him MiniMan. They are by far the most
mischievous of the group.

Crazy Eyes gonna get that apple!! She seems to have started a trend
because up until last spring the pattern seemed to hold steady: Mamas
got pregnant in late fall/early winter, mamas had babies late spring/
early summer, babies grew up, mamas and babies separated … repeat.
This is not the case this time around, the babies have not separated.
It is entirely possible we have made it way too appealing for them to
want to leave. The buffet now includes delicious deer pellets specially
formulated for optimal health at $20 bucks a bag, as well as apples and
other goodies I come across. (Accepting donations at PO Box … just
kidding!!)

Diving Into the Shallow

End of the Dating Pool
A Series of Hope, Despair & Laughter - Part III
By Welsley Turner Franco

And the naming game continues on:
Does: Big Mama and her twin boy (Tuffy) and girl, Big Baby that hates
bread, Bait, Crazy Eyes, Eyeshadow and Solo baby.
Bucks: Twiney, Mr. NotSoPerfect, Narrow Horns, Big One Horn, Brokenfoot and MiniMan.
At this time of year we are at the tail end (haha) of mating season, the
bucks are all beat up and the does are exhausted. The ‘chase’ always
creates a horrendous muddy mess so this year I piled up all of the fall
leaves which protects the ground from getting torn up but they think I
made them a giant, cozy bed.

We have come to realize we can’t move. We are trapped on this hillside
foooorevvver!! We have made a safe haven for generations of wildlife
and no one in their right mind would go to such lengths. Not to mention
the downside - turkeys. Lots and lots of turkeys. And coyotes. One in
particular that has become so emboldened he leaves a nightly porch
turd just to let us know how much he cares. Therefore, at this time when
we like to make resolutions for the New Year, I am once again making
mine a mission to outsmart the sneaky crittters and stay out of the poor
house before I, too, am living in the forest!
Happy New Year from all of us to all of you!

I was still laughing over my ‘Perfect Man’ leaving with my only lesbian
fantasy woman when I finally decided to try this so called “online dating”
thing. I mean, what could possibly happen? Well, without fail, hilarity
ensued fairly quickly. It started with “Hey gorgeous,” instantly followed
by a gratuitous picture of his dingle and dongles. Then there were
questions no one should ever ask anyone. Ever. Such as, “Are you into
incest?” which I could not help myself but to respond, “No, but good luck
to you and your family.” Another man messaged me, “Beautiful smile, did
you wear braces?” What a harmless question. I quickly responded with,
“Why yes I did!” “Did you wear a retainer?” he asked. “I did,” I replied
hesitantly. “Will you send me pictures of you wearing nothing except your
retainer?” he questioned. “I uh, need to go,” I explained before blocking
him.
Then there was the singles dating group on Facebook. It’s Facebook,
so I didn’t do my research, what could go wrong? I uploaded a picture
and wrote two quick sentences about myself, a moderator approved it,
and my post went live. Within the hour I had 30+ likes, 4 comments, and
a handful of private messages. Needless to say, I felt pretty good about
myself. My ego was inflated, and I went to bed sleeping on a cloud of
self-esteem. Then morning struck. I rolled (hung over) out of bed around
10:30 (ok fine, 11:30) and checked Facebook. 1400 Likes, 800 Friend
Requests, and more than 400 message requests!! All from men in the
Philippines. I think I accidentally escorted myself. What had I done?? I
deleted friend requests and messages as fast as I could. I found my post
and deleted it. It didn’t stop. The requests kept coming, and then they
started stalking my Facebook, liking public posts from 2006. Help! What
to do?! I could move to the Philippines, at least 1400 people there want
me (unlike my ‘Perfect Man’ here on Tybee).
Online dating is rough people. The only upside is you can Photoshop
your profile picture and no one says you have to wear pants as you surf
the Internet looking for love. Unfortunately, this is common knowledge,
so it’s likely you’ll find someone else proficient in Photoshop, not wearing
pants, chatting you up as sweetly as they can.

Accountants on Tybee
ACCOUNTING & TAX SERVICE

Walkins Welcome!

• Individual Income Tax Returns
• Affordable Care Act
• Entity Formations
• Small Business Returns
• Payroll Tax Reportings
• Quickbooks Compatible
• Monthly or Quarterly Financials

Alfred D. Waite
Ted Lynch, CPA
awaite1946@aol.com
tedlynch635@hotmail.com

203 First St. Ste. E

912-786-0878
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HOME INNOVATIONS
REMODELING & GENERAL HOME REPAIRS

SERVICES
TILE, STONE & GLASS INSTALLATION • PAINTING - INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
CARPENTRY & CABINETRY • DESIGN & PROJECT MANAGEMENT
25 YEARS EXPERIENCE

LICENSED & INSURED

FREE ESTIMATES 912-509-6650
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concert Calendar
By Mike Manitta

• 1/3 Hellzapoppin’ Circus – The Stage on Bay - Savannah
• 1/7 Jackson Browne – Florida Theatre – Jacksonville
• 1/11 The Steppin’ Stones – The Stage on Bay – Savannah
• 1/12 Cole Swindell – The Stage on Bay – Savannah
• 1/13 & 1/15 Whose Streets? - The Stage on Bay - Savannah
• 1/16 Johnny Lang – Florida Theatre – Jacksonville, FL
• 1/19 P.O.D./Alien Ant Farm/guests - The Stage on Bay – Savannah
• 1/19 Tedeschi Trucks Band – Macon City Auditorium – Macon
• 1/20 “One of These Nights” - The Music of the Eagles – Tybee Post Theater
• 2/3 Billie on Tybee – Tybee Post Theater
• 2/7 Willie Nelson, Los Lonely Boys – Macon City Auditorium – Macon
• 2/9 Mac Arnold – The Stage on Bay - Savannah
• 2/10 Little River Band, Pablo Cruise – Florida Theatre – Jacksonville, FL
• 2/13 Blues Traveler – The Stage on Bay – Savannah
• 2/17 “Close to You” The Music of The Carpenters” - Tybee Post Theater
• 2/17 Sir Charles Jones – The Stage on Bay - Savannah
• 2/18 Gordon Lightfoot – Florida Theatre – Jacksonville, FL
• 2/22 Saving Abel w/guest - The Stage on Bay – Savannah
• 2/23 Blue Oyster Cult w/guest - The Stage on Bay –Savannah
• 3/1 Here Comes The Mummies – The Stage on Bay
• 3/3 The John Denver Story – The Tybee Post Theater
• 3/8 Savannah Stopover – Various Venues - Savannah
• 3/16 Corey Smith – The Stage on Bay - Savannah
• 3/23 Mike & The Mechanics – The Stage on Bay – Savannah
• 4/17 Dark Star Orchestra – The Stage on Bay
TYBEE BEACHCOMBER |
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SHOPS AT

TYBEE OAKS
1 ISLAND GYPSIES

Handcrafted - gypseafied items for every
day, the perfect gift, or a lasting memory of
the island.

1

2 INFERNO

2

Hot sauce and so much more!!

4

Latitude 32 is a locally owned Tybee Island
Original shop offering quality clothing and
accessories for both adults and children.
Tybee island is located at exactly 32
degrees north latitude, the actual 32 degree
line runs right through Tybee and crosses
the USA all the way to San Diego!

3 LATITUDE 32

3

4 SHELL ART GIFT SHOP

SEASHELLS, TRINKETS & TREASURES

For over 15 years carrying fine sterling
silver jewelry, nautical décor, locally made
sea glass jewelry and ornaments, gifts and
coozies.

5

6

5 SWIZZLE & SHAKE

We celebrate cocktail culture! We offer
everything but the drinks and the ice.

6 HUC-A-POOS BITES AND BOOZE
Best pizza in town with a laid back
atmosphere.

7 TYBEAN ART & COFFEE BAR
7

8

Espresso, Frappes, Smoothies and gifts!

8 TIPSY MERMAID ART
Locally made pottery with a beach and
island theme. Featuring upcycled wood
décor by Sweet Onion Woodworks.
SUGAR MAGNOLIA
CANDY SHOPPE

Sweet Candy Store and Arcade Games.

THE MISTY MARSH SHOPPE

1213 US HIGHWAY 80 E. TYBEE ISLAND
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Great gifts for the person on your list that
you might have forgotten...YOURSELF!

Inshore

THE

Fish
Whisperer
Captain
Nick Shreves

Jan. Fishing Forecast

Inshore fishing will be tough now that our water is down into
the low 50s. The Speckled Sea Trout should be holding up deep,
waiting in ambush mode for the bait to come to them; they will be
biting soft. Finding the schools is the key. I tend to troll for them
this time of year with half ounce jigs and gulp swimming mullet.
When I say troll I mean move just fast enough to keep the bait in
the prime zone and not coming up above 6 to 8 feet of water. Once
you find the school anchor up and wear them out. The Redfish
will be way up creeks or up shallow on the mud flats where they
can stay away from the Dolphins. Look for them to be sunning
themselves on the mud flats at low tide on those warm sunny
days. For a good bet this time of year target Sheepshead with
fiddler crabs. The local bait shop will have plenty and they will be
able to get you all the tackle you need. These fish will be around
any submerged structure, including oyster rakes.

NEAR shore
Nearshore fishing has been pretty good. The Black Sea Bass are
getting bigger in the 40 to 50 foot of water range. Cut squid and
cut bait are top choices for this plentiful fish. Black Drum and
Sheepshead will also be hanging out in the same spots. Just like
inshore, they love the fiddler crabs but the Black Sea Bass will be
eating the crabs up as well, so make sure you bring plenty of bait.
I tend to have about 100 per person. Nothing worse than running
out in the middle of a good bite. We also are catching lots of Black
Drum to round out the fish box and to provide plenty of meat.

OFF shore
Offshore fishing has remained good. Just remember that Grouper
are now closed and cannot be kept. Vermillion Snapper are open
and they are plentiful as well. Just like most bottom Squid and cut
bait work great. The stream is producing Blackfin Tuna, Amberjack
and Barracuda around the big structures and ledges looking to eat
anything they can get. I believe this is the best time of year to find
those big Wahoo to fill the box.
Thank you all for the support and hope you all have tight lines
and full fish boxes. To join me on a fishing trip call me at Big
Fish Charters (912) 230-4625.
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CALL AND LET US RENT YOUR VACATION PROPERTY

BEST RATES ON TYBEE!

JOIN OUR TEAM!

M ANAG E MEN T L L C

Call 912-786-4535 or 800-786-0700 ASK FOR SANDY or CHRIS SIMON

NEW YEARS SPECIAL!
Palm Coast would like to ring in 2018 with
a 20% discount for 5 or more Palm Trees

Reasonable Pricing
Locally Owned & Operated
Native of Wilmington Island 38yrs.
24
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/PalmCoastPalmTreeCare

100%

PURE

FUN!

Bar & Grill
1513 Butler • Tybee Island, GA

By Woody Hemphill

What a difference a couple of weeks makes! Who knew that playing a
football game away from the plains of Auburn could have such a dynamic
effect on the outcome? Here I have been told my entire life how there is no
geographical solution to problems, but then many among us island residents
would probably beg to differ. Seeing as how many of our island residents
are happily relocated, and consider ourselves ex-patriates from our former
locations, perhaps we are ahead of this curve?
For all the pomp & pageantry that is the college football season, we are
afforded the bowl season upon the conclusion of the season, and this one
is sure to not disappoint! For various reasons, a few of which make our
geographical area proud within the SEC & ACC as we offer three teams,
Alabama, Clemson, & Georgia, to the four team playoff. On New Year’s Day,
Alabama versus Clemson, and Georgia versus Oklahoma will face off for the
right to appear in the Championship. Chances are, by the time our readers
read this column the world will know the two teams that will face off in the
championship game.
Of course, there will be many different colors surrounding the bars of
the island throughout the first week of January. If you ask anyone around
these parts, the token team from the Midwest will be laid to waste by the
University of Georgia’s rushing attack and stellar defense. Yet, don’t forget
the networks will want to push the draft stock of Baker Mayfield’s QB play in
order to capitalize their coverage of the NFL Draft in April – and if this takes
place, some NFL franchise may once again place the future of their franchise
on the arms of yet another crotch-grabbing hothead from a Midwestern
school.
Whether one loves or hates Alabama is completely irrelevant during the
postseason. Oddly enough, I ran across a statistic recently that Alabama’s
squad under HC Nick Saban enjoys an exemplary record in post-season
games that are not played in the Sugar Bowl. However, when his teams
reach the confines of the Crescent City, New Orleans, their record plummets.
Whether due to ‘Katrina kryptonite’ or the way they looked against the
Auburn team that Georgia exhibited such schizophrenic outcomes against,
is up to the interpretation of the reader. Nevertheless, after an excess of a
decade under the astute guidance of Saban (Osama Bin Saban/OSaban Bin
Laden) this year’s Alabama team has not passed the same ‘eye test’ that
has been exhibited from former squads. Some of the lack of annual ‘love’
shown to the Crimson Tide may be due in part to their strength of schedule
in what has been referred to as a ‘down year’ for the SEC, and coupled with
the propensity for collegiate athletes to play to the level of their opponent, at
times. Nevertheless, we shall see soon enough!
Ultimately, the Championship game between the Clemson/Alabama
contest will face the Dawgs/Sooners winner. Let’s hope our island hosts
some happy local fans and that we can all enjoy watching our friends and
neighbors being happy. It’s been a long year, and a long wait for the fans
of Dawg Nation to have something to cheer about this late into January. In
case remembering where you were for this momentous occasion is referred
to for the next 37 years, let’s all make plans to take in these contests with
those who we might not mind watching games for the next 4 decades… So
watching the game on Tybee, in your favorite watering hole/oasis, is a great
first step in insuring victory!
Until next month, let’s all remember to play nice – and may all of your
teams win!

OUTSIDE SEATING • CORNHOLE TOURNAMENTS
TEXAS HOLDEM • LIVE MUSIC • KARAOKE

7pm to 9pm

SINCE

1971

FOOD

K

& DRIN

Daily Lunch Specials!
Happy Hour Monday - Friday 4pm - 7pm
Karaoke Thursday 7pm
Live Band Friday & Saturday 9pm - ???
12 HD TV’s - Video Games - Keno

912-786-4444
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Beach Walks
with Dr. Joe
Mushroom
Jellyfish
By Dr. Joe Richardson

One of the characteristics of southeastern US coastal seaweeds,
invertebrates and fish that I’ve noticed during my 4 decades of study and
research in the area is that species abundance can be very variable. Most
all the same species tend to be present during their particular season from
year to year. But often I’ll find that one or another animal or seaweed will be
unexpectedly abundant one year, and then the next year, something else will
be more common than usual. There are probably many different possible
reasons for this, ranging from environmental conditions during a critical life
history stage, to seasonal ocean current patterns. But this phenomenon sure
keeps coastal ecology around here interesting because you don’t know what
species is going to be most common from one season to the next.
A good example of this year-to-year variation in abundance among our
winter-time beach animals along Tybee is the Mushroom Jellyfish. Mushroom
Jellies are easily the largest jellyfish that we find on our beach at any time
of the year, and fortunately they are harmless and don’t sting. Like all jellies,
they produce copious amounts of slime that helps entrap tiny, microscopic
planktonic algae and animals for food; so when you touch it or pick it up, you

will get slimed! This is especially true of the underside of the large round
“bell” and of the long finger-like mouth extensions that hang from the middle
of the bell. These long mouth extensions form the “stalk” and the large round
bell forms the “cap” that make this jellyfish look like a giant mushroom.
Although the long finger-like mouth extensions might look like thick
tentacles, they are not actually tentacles. The stinging tentacles of a jellyfish
most often are attached and hang from the outer rim of its bell, and not
from the middle mouth area. With Mushroom Jellies and their close relative
Cannonball Jellies, there aren’t any stinging tentacles hanging from the
outer rim of the bell; so both of these jellies are non-stingers. Another
characteristic they share is that, compared to most other jellyfish, the
Mushroom and Cannonball are stiffer and harder and feel more like rubber
or plastic, rather than soft and mushy like other jellyfish feel. As a result,
when a Mushroom Jellyfish washes up on the beach, it will often still be in
one piece. Lying in the wet sand, it will look like a big, round, clear dome with
some long, clear, finger-like extensions sticking out.
One other thing I’ve noticed about the Mushroom Jellies that wash up here
during the winter is that we will find them in a variety of sizes. Small ones
will be 4 or 5 inches across, and large ones may be more than a foot across.
Now is the time they will be showing up, so we will just have to get out there
on the beach to see if this winter is a big year for our biggest jellyfish!
Dr. Joe Richardson is a retired marine science professor with 35+ years of
research and teaching experience along GA and the southeastern coast and
Bahamas. Besides research, he conducts Tybee Beach Ecology Trips year
round (www.TybeeBeachEcology.com) and frequently posts pictures of what
they are finding on his Tybee Beach Ecology Trips Facebook page.
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Merry Christmas!

Foodie Finds
By Rose Kunavich

Book your holiday parties with us,
or let us prepare your Party Platters and Save you
Time this Season! Call or stop in for details.

It’s almost Super Bowl time and parties are everywhere!! Do you want to
be the host with the most? Then I highly recommend the following munchie
recipes to add to your party menu! Easy to make and absolutely delish! Here
we go:

(Super) Cheesy Corn Dip
in a (Bowl)
Mix 4 ounces of cream cheese, ½ cup sour cream, ½ cup mayonnaise,
1 tsp. Worchestshire Sauce. Mix together and add 8 ounces of cheddar
cheese, ½ cup of thawed corn kernels, 4 ounce can of undrained green
chilies. Mix well and top with 2 chopped green onions. Good at room
temperature. Garnish with bacon bits! (Yum! Bacon!).

Please join us
for the Polar Bear Plunge!

Super Bowl Hot Tots
Preheat oven to 425. Place 4 frozen tater tots in each of 12 pre-sprayed
muffin pan cups. Bake for 5 minutes or until thawed. Press tater tots into
bottom and up sides of each cup. Place a 2” x 2” slice of your favorite cheese
on top. Cut 3 pieces of hotdog or meatball into quarters and place on top.
Bake 14 minutes or until golden. Cool and remove from pan. Top with a drizzle
of ketchup and/or mustard. Makes 12 servings.

Open 7 Days a Week | On the Strand Across from the Pier

SpankysBeachside.com | 912-786-5520
Take Out Available | Full Menu Online
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On Going Happenings
A-J’s Dockside - Happy Hour 4-7pm, Live music Friday thru Sunday,
Lunch 7 days a week 11am-5pm, Dinner 7 days a week 5-10pm.
1315 Chatham Ave.

BOOK
REVIEW
By Nell Klein

American Legion Post 154 - Canteen open 5pm Monday-Saturday,
First Mondays Pizza Night 5-7pm, Bar Games Tuesday and Thursday
6-9pm, Line Dancing Wednesday 7pm, Thursday Dinners 5:307:30pm, Bingo (come early!) and Karaoke Friday 8-10pm. 10
Veterans Dr.
Benny’s Tavern - Happy Hour Monday thru Friday 10am-7pm, Open
Pool Tuesday all day, Pool Tournament Wednesday 8pm, Karaoke
Friday and Saturday 9pm. Kitchen open Sunday 12:30-Midnight.1517
Butler Ave.
Bernie’s Oyster House - Home of the World Famous Mason Jar
Bloody Mary, Draft Beer on Tap, Only Place in Town for “Pop Rock
Jello Shots,” Drink Specials, oysters on the half shell or by the bucket,
you shuck the bucket, Outdoor Patio with 65” HD TV. 13 Tybrisa St.
Bubba Gumbo’s - Open Monday, Wednesday and Thursday 3:309pm, Friday and Saturday 12-10pm and Sunday 12-9pm. Happy
Hour 4-7pm with $1 off beers and $9.95 Shrimp Dinner. Brunch every
Saturday 12-4, 50 cent wings on Saturday and $1oysters on Sunday.
Hi Life and Jameson Shot specials on Monday. 3 Old Highway 80.
Doc’s Bar - Happy Hour Monday thru Friday 4-7pm, Jam Night
Tuesday 7pm, Karaoke Thursday 8pm, Live music Friday and
Saturday 9pm. 10 Tybrisa St.
Fannie’s on the Beach - Live music on weekends. Saturday and
Sunday Brunch Specials. 1613 Strand Ave.
Nickie’s 1971 Bar and Grill - Happy Hour Monday thru Friday
4-7pm, Texas Hold Em Sunday 7pm, Monday thru Wednesday 8pm,
Tuesday Open Mike Night 8pm, Sips and Scenes every Wednesday
7pm, 8 Ball Pool Tournament and Karaoke Thursday 7pm, Live Band
Friday and Saturday 9pm-?? 1513 Butler Ave.
Social Club - 2 for 1 Sangria’s Monday-Thursday, Live Music Friday
thru Sunday, Bluegrass Brunch Sunday at 11am. 1311 Butler Ave.
Spanky’s - Daily cocktail and beer specials. Home of the Original
Chicken Finger! 1605 Strand Ave.
The Deck - Closed till February
Tybee Time - Happy Hour Monday thru Friday 4-7pm, DJ Marty
Thursday-Saturday. 1603 Strand Ave.
Wind Rose Café - Happy Hour Monday thru Friday 4-7pm. Daily
Lunch Specials. 19 Tybrisa St.
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Annihilation
By Jeff Vandermeer

A few months ago, Howard, Toni and I went to see “Blade Runner”
(which, by the way, was a really good movie). During the previews of
upcoming films, we saw what looked to be a really good movie called
“Annihilation” and when it said, “based on the bestselling book,” I knew
I had to read it! So, I bought it, read it, and decided I needed to pass it on.
Somewhere in this world is Area X, a remote, lush coastal territory with
many hidden secrets that’s been cut off from the world for decades. The
first expedition there reported an Edenic landscape; all members of the
second expedition committed suicide; the third expedition ended when
all the members killed each other. Fast forward ahead to the eleventh
expedition, whose members all came home changed from their former
selves and soon died of cancer.
We, the readers, are invited to tag along on the twelfth expedition which
consists of four unnamed women. An anthropologist, a surveyor, a
psychologist and a biologist, who is our narrator.
When the ladies arrive, the first strange thing they find is a tunnel (or
tower) that is not recorded on their map. It extends deep into the earth
with a spiral staircase extending downward. Strange writing is scrawled
on the walls which beckons the group to follow. What they find is, well
…it’s hard to explain what they find. It’s mysterious and out-of-theworld creepy as all get out. This book is edge-of-your-seat suspenseful!
It’s also one of those that you can’t stop thinking about for a long time
after reading it. You have to ask yourself, “what would I do?”
I can’t wait to see the movie! I have a feeling it’s going to be as crazy
and suspenseful as the book. I also learned that there are two more
books in this series so I hope to find out more about this crazy Area X.
I give the book 4 roses only because it was so hard to review without
telling you the whole story. A definite must read!
Looking forward to a great 2018 and read a book. If it’s a good
read, pass it on!
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TYBEE ISLAND
By Paul Cales

Continued from the December 2017 Beachcomber.
Catch up @ http://tybeebeachcomber.com/magazine

Chapter Six: Zombie Freeze – Part II
Day 3.5
Rudy and Tony are just about finished loading the trash cart with
supplies when Rudy reaches for the door to the walk-in freezer.
“What the hell are you doing Rudy? The power has been out for
days and that walk-in is gonna smell worse than the Wind Rose after a
Zombie Freeze session.”
“You’re right man. What’s that?” Rudy says as he points to a round
piece of wood sticking out from the side of the walk-in.
“Dude, that’s Patty’s bat. Toss it here.” When he has the bat, Tony
admires every little imperfection as if he can remember each time Patty

pulled it from under the bar. “Remember the time Brian was drunk and
jumped on the table yelling at the top of his lungs that ‘Crabbin’ ain’t
easy’? I thought Patty was gonna knock his block off with this bat.”
“She almost did. She barely missed his head when she said, ‘SHUT
THE F UP BRIAN’ and slung it at him.”
“She went from super mad to snorting with laughter when Brian
dodged and fell off the table screaming, ‘I broke my ass bone!’”
“I totally forgot about…” Rudy begins to respond as the back-door
bursts open and Jay and Howard come flying through.
“Get the damn door!” Jay shouts as Rudy lunges for the door and
attempts to slam it shut. Six geeks pile into the other side of the door
and match his force.
“Get Howard into the cart and get the hell out of here,” Rudy says as
Tony throws his shoulder into the door to help.
“PUSH RUDY,” Tony shouts, as he tries using the bat to smash the
geeks’ fingers sticking out of the door.
“I AM PUSHING DUDE! That’s not working, man!” Rudy shouts in
return.
“Get Howard to Inlet,” Tony yells to Jay. “Carrie is waiting on you
in the boat. We’ll hold this as long as we can then haul ass to Doug’s
house. When you’re passing the back of Doug’s place pull the fire
escape down so we don’t have to mess with it on our way. Meet us at
Inlet with the morning tide.”
“Okay, man. Be careful,” Jay replies as he and Howard disappear
through the fence.
“You think Doug is home?” Tony asks Rudy.
“Uh, duh! He’s always home. Well except for the time he went to
Hucapoos to hang out with that girl.”
“That’s why I love you, brother. There are zombies trying to eat us on

Quality Accommodations
at an Affordable Price
Only One Block
from the Beach!

1402 Butler Ave.

912-786-4576
• Pet Friendly Rooms
• Salt Water Pool
• Continental Breakfast
• Free Parking
• Microwave, Fridge,
& Coffee Pot in every Room
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the other side of this door and you can still make jokes. Do you think
he’s…”
“Nah, man. It’s Doug. Not even a zombie would bite him. He’s been
undead for years now. Besides, he’s probably on a marathon gaming
binder and doesn’t even know the world’s gone to shit.”
Jay and Howard make it back to Inlet. Carrie spots them, starts the
engine, pulls the boat up to the beach, and jumps off the bow to help.
“Where are Rudy and Tony?” she asks.
“We ran into some trouble getting out of the Wind Rose. They stayed
behind to give us time to get the boat.”
“WHERE ARE THEY?” Carrie asks again.
“They were heading to Doug’s house on Izlar. Tony wants us to meet
them tomorrow morning at high tide right here.” Jay answers.
“Okay. Let’s hurry up. Did anything follow you guys?”
“Nope,” Howard says as he slides onto the bow to help load the
supplies. “If they followed us, you would know it by now. Those things
are super freaking fast.”
Once everything is loaded onto the boat Carrie jumps behind the
wheel and starts the engine. “Shove us off Jay.” Jay does as he is asked
and jumps back into the boat. Carrie slams the gearbox into reverse and
begins to move the boat backward into deeper water when the engine
dies. “What the hell? How deep are we? I think we hit something.”
“Probably two or three feet,” Howard answers. “Toss me that oar.
I’ll push us from the front.” Jay gets the oar to Howard and he begins
pushing into the sand to get the boat moving again. Carrie restarts the
engine and the boat begins to move. CLANK!
“What the hell!” Carrie shouts.
“I think those…” Jay begins before being interrupted by a shout from

Howard.
“DAMN IT!” Howard yells as a geek lunges out of the water and grabs
his leg. Howard swings the oar with all his strength and smashes it
into the geek’s head. The flat portion of the oar splinters into a hundred
pieces. He looks at the broken oar, looks at the geek trying to pull him
off the boat, and thrusts what’s left into the geek’s skull. The water
turns crimson and the geek floats morbidly next to the boat like a buoy.
“DID YOU SEE THAT?” Howard says as he turns to see the looks on their
faces.
“Holy crap, Howard!” Jay shouts. “That was awesome!”
“HOWARD!” Carrie yells over him as another geek emerges from the
water and grabs at Howard. “JAY! HELP HIM!”
Jay scrambles to the front of the boat to help Howard who is pulling
and kicking but can’t shake the geek loose. Jay grabs Howard under
his arms and yanks but he doesn’t budge. Another geek reaches for
Jay from the side of the boat as a second geek grabs Howard’s leg
from the front. Howard, Jay, and Carrie’s ears instantly ring when Carrie
squeezes the trigger on the rifle and sends a bullet into the head of the
geek grabbing at Jay. Jay falls backwards as Howard slips from his grip
and Carrie swings the rifle towards the front of the boat. She is looking
for a clean shot when she hears Howard scream in agony, as one of the
geeks sinks his teeth into his thigh. Jay regains his balance and kicks
the geek in the head, forcing it to release Howard. Carrie finds her shot
a few seconds too late and shoots. The geek’s head explodes into a pink
mist. Jay slips in the blood, loses his balance again, and falls off the
side of the boat. Jay pulls himself back into the boat just in time to see
the horror on Howard’s face as he’s dragged from the boat and into the
water.
To be continued…

Dolphin Adventure:

Experience the pleasure
of seeing the friendly
Bottle Nose Dolphins
playing in their natural
habitat on this 1 to 1.5 hr.
cruise towards the
Atlantic Ocean.

Children $8

Adults $15

(2 yrs. & under free)

Sunset Cruises: Adults $18

Children $11 (13+)

Deep Sea Fishing
Free Parking & Loads of Fun!
Restaurant • Gift Shop • Restrooms

Reservations Recommended

VOTE

TybeeDolphins.com
USCG INSPECTED VESSELS • SAFE • COMFORTABLE • RELIABLE

D
T YBEE
’S BEST
ADVEN
TURE
TOUR

Directions from Tybee Island: Go west on HWY 80, turn left at the last road before Lazaretto Creek Bridge
(at the “Capt. Mikes’s Dolphin Adventure” Billboard). Go until the dead end & turn right.
800-242-0166 or 912-786-5848 • info@tybeedolphins.com • 1 Old US HWY 80 • Tybee Island, GA 31328
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By Alaina Loughridge - Photos by Wen Mcnally

Soup er Bowl Edition
So last month, Wen had an epiphany that we should do an article
specifically on soups for the month of January: It’s almost Souper Bowl
time, it’s cold, miserable and everybody wants something to warm them up!
Great idea! Until we actually did it. I do not recommend eating NINE soups
in one day. Ever! However, this dauntless reporter saddled up, grabbed Mrs.
Epiphany and Mom and off we went.
• Fannie’s on the Beach was our first stop: French Onion Soup was on
the menu and we bellied up to the bar. Made with caramelized onions, a
scooch of honey and beef broth, topped with Texas toast that had a layer of
Provolone cheese melted on top, I am not going to lie - this soup was just
perfect. Chez Ellen Anderson says it’s ‘all about the onion,’ and she’s right.
Using always a sweet onion (they go for Vidalia or Spanish depending on
the season) you can tell. You get a nice, big bowl for $6.00. Fannie’s soup
menu can vary, but just do it.
• Spanky’s Beachside was up next and they laid out a Tomato Bisque
that is simply the best tomato-based product I have ever put in my face
that did not have celery or Tito’s (thank you, Mr. Frye). They usually have
different soups throughout our cold turn of events, but if you can get the
Bisque, do it! This yummy land is served solo for $4.95, or includes a grill
cheese sandwich for $6.95.
• Bernie’s Oyster House was around the corner and off we went. Seafood
Chowder was on the menu so we dug in. They are not shy about adding
clams, potatoes, onions and other secret ingredients I cannot divulge.
Souper yummy (get it?) and filling with a home-made taste that will leave
you fat and full. For a mere $7 you too can dive into chowder town and if
you are lucky (like we were) you get to meet Bernie!!!
• Wind Rose Café was a crawl away and they were offering Army Bean
Soup (apparently there is a non-Navy fan in the house – LOL). I try not to
be biased, but I can’t help myself: Nell’s home-made Navy/Army Military
Bean Soup is the best Military Soup ever! You can tell it’s home-made and
with lots of tender ham chunks directly off the bone, carrots, celery, kitchen
sink items, it is a belly filler. For $3.50 a cup or $4.50 for a bowl, it is a steal
to even add a grilled cheese for $3.00 more. Nell changes up her soups
every weekend, so if you miss military soup, eat on anyway. You won’t be
disappointed.
We waddled on …
• Nickie’s 1971 was next and we were totally excited about their Taco
Soup! I’ve never had it so I didn’t know what to expect, but either way, I was
delighted to try out this fantastic mouth moment! So made from scratch you
can smell the corn husks, this beauty is made with A LOT of ground beef,
taco sauce, beans and other stuff that Calvin absolutely flat out refused to
tell me. This culinary masterpiece comes with a grill cheese samich for
$8.50. The bowl is huge and you will be so damn filled up when you finish
that the only thing on your mind is a nap! Nickie’s soups change up from
week to week, so grab the Taco Soup when you can get it! Either way, the
cook at Nickie’s is a phenom and deserves a big raise!
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• A-J’s Dockside was next on the list and I was excited to try out their
Crab Stew! You can eat this soup with a fork! I had to wait for the picture
to be taken, but I was salivating just looking at it! Home-made cream based
and flat out full of lump crab meat, celery (fresh), onion and topped with a
special seasoning, this stew was so good I couldn’t put my spoon down! It’s
got a perfect after kick that will keep you remembering it with fondness.
You can get your own cup for $7.95 or go for the bowl for $10.95, but either
way, you will be so content at your taste bud happiness that nothing else
really matters.
We were literally staggering at this point, but we soldiered on for our
faithful readers …
• Sting Ray’s was right up the street and ready. Their Lobster and Crab
Bisque was perfect! Spiced up for sure, but not too wrong for any spicy
sissy (me), it was a blend of creamy chunks of lobster and crab, a ‘hint’ of
sherry and other secret stuff (why don’t these people tell me their secrets??).
$5.95 for a bowl and you will leave happy. Sting Ray’s also offers a Crab
Stew for the same price. A must check out on your soup excursion.
I’m not even going to lie: We were dying. Mrs. Epiphany said something
like it’s good to eat in rationed portions throughout the day as its good for
your digestive system, but I didn’t believe her. Between three people we had
eaten seven soups (one bowl – 3 spoons). I have done worse for the BC …
• Agave Bar & Grill was next and I was nervous. Last time I was at Agave
I had the Bacon Burrito (it’s as long as Luis’ arm – yes, he measured it
– no, Luis is not a tiny guy) and I was full as it was. But, game face: The
Caldo De Pollo (Chicken Soup) was served up and we fell over! A literal
ton of chicken and rice cooked in a chicken broth … but did I mention
the salada comes with? You decorate your soup with your choices of pico
de gallo, lime, lettuce, shredded cheese, sour cream and hand cut crispy
corn tortillas. I love having options! For $10.50 you will walk out of there
sideways.
• Bubba Gumbo’s was last and honestly, I couldn’t have been happier. Not
only because my BFF works there, but also because I could stop eating.
Nonetheless, I was looking forward to Bubba’s signature Gumbo and the
ability to brag about it. Home-made with smoked sausage, fresh seafood,
okra, onions and other stuff I can’t reveal (they didn’t tell me their secrets
either), it was covering a bed of wild rice and just straight New Orleans
Bayou spoon scooping yep. They rolled us out the door.
Note to all: Do not eat 9 soups in one afternoon (noon to four). We had
the best time though! Thank you to all of our participating restaurants for
rolling out the red carpet and serving the best soups, stews, bisques and
customer service a customer could ask for. Happy 2018 y’all!!
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By Ron Goralczyk

Happy New Year!! Oh my goodness, I can’t believe it’s 2018. I hope we can
leave all that December Drama behind. Here at Breezy we have 3 rules for
our customers and two rules for our drivers.

said, “IT IS GONE!” I guess I have watched enough episodes of Cops and
I knew what I was doing when I went into cop mode and started my hunt.
I was coming south on Jones and when I got to 12th St., I started looping
the blocks. I was on the phone with Joey the whole time. I finally made it
to Jones and Chatham and there went our cart, hauling ass. Two young
men had decided to take a joy ride. I proceeded to chase them and was
contemplating pulling a pit maneuver. I was right on their tail. As we raced
down Chatham Ave., Joey was in our view and we were headed straight
at him. The boys locked the brakes up, jumped off and made a run for it. I
jumped out of the car and started a foot chase. Those boys were fast.
Go Breezy, please never drink and drive.

Let’s talk about the driver’s rules:
Rule Number One: Never leave the keys in your vehicle when it is
unattended.
Rule Number Two: Don’t forget rule number one.
Fact … Intoxicated people think it is humorous to take an unattended Breezy.
Whether it is a car or a golf cart. When we added the brand new EZ GO Cart,
one of our favorites jumped in the driver’s seat and punched the gas pedal,
not realizing the thrust this new cart had. He was heading straight into a
parked car and turned the wheel hard left and almost flipped the thing in a
huge gravel parking lot. It was horrifying to watch and extremely funny. No
harm. No foul.
Then one night at a bar in the middle of the island, Joey walked in to pick
up some folks. Minutes before arriving the TIPD had been called because of
a fight that had happened. Joey walked out of the bar to find his cab was
gone. He figured no one had stolen it, it was most likely a prank. However,
he was also aware that the prankster was most likely hammered. He walked
around the building hoping to find that it was just hidden from him. No car.
Seconds later he saw a Crown Vic flying down Lewis Ave. It was his car with
a whole load of pranksters taking a joy ride. The timing was perfect because
the TIPD pulled in 30 seconds later. Again, horrifying but somehow funny.
One afternoon I was picking up a pizza. I was in there for a few minutes,
and when I came out, my cab had been moved to a different parking spot.
Not really a parking spot. The prankster had relocated my cab to block any
cars trying to get in the parking lot. There must have been 9 or 10 cars lined
up at a complete stop. I ran to get the car moved and the second vehicle in
the traffic jam was a bunch of locals who thought now was the time to give
me a hard time (jokingly, of course). We exchanged a couple f bombs and
middle fingers to each other. The passengers in the first blocked car had
a look of horror on their faces. I believe once I moved the cab they drove
straight through the parking lot. I can’t remember who the prankster was,
but kudos to him. That was an excellent prank.
It’s not always a bar where these things happen. One night I was in the cab
and dispatching Joey, who was driving a golf cart that night. He had dropped
some people off on Chatham Ave. We were not super busy, so he hung out
there waiting on the next call. I called him 10 minutes later for his next ride.
He called me back and to say someone had stolen our golf cart. What!? He
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so many citizens support the lcal economy year round and work to preserve the
resources that differentiate Tybee from Anywhere, USA.
Many activities are right around the corner. The annual MLK Parade & Program
takes place on January 6, and then next up is the Critz Tybee Run Fest February 2
– 3. Once again, runners will be opting to participate in multiple races beginning
Friday evening through Saturday. Then, we’ll be getting back into the swing of
what many refer to as the “busy” season with Mardi Gras and more. We’ll be into
springtime before you know it, so be sure to stay informed with the Main Street
Talk e-newsletter. The e-newsletter not only informs you of approved special
events, but also historic preservation, community and business matters!

Main Street Musings
Chantel Morton, Program Staff Director

As always, the holidays flew by and, hopefully, the memories you created are
as special as years past. So many of you took time during the hustle and bustle
of the season to make the island feel even more festive with decorations at
your businesses and homes, coming out to the variety of events (some of
you even hosted them yourselves!), and sharing the spirit of the holiday with
others by making donations. All of this is proof positive of why Tybee Island is a
phenomenal place to live, work, and play!
As I was signing cards at Tybee Beachcomber’s Writers Holiday Appreciation
Evening at Wind Rose, I “reflected” on a few traditional holiday activities I’ve
had the honor of helping with since 2008. I am grateful to Program Directors
and community partners that help make Tybee for the Holidays a bit “brighter”
year after year. This year’s Lights On for Tybee Celebration had an amazing
turnout and even more energy. As the evening began, the violinist warmed us
up at the Roundabout before the Mayor lit this
year’s 24’ Christmas tree. And the excitement
continued as the Tybee Arts Association’s
Performing Society’s choir caroled, The Studio’s
dancers performed, snow fell gently from above
Tybrisa, and goodies and treats from Tybrisa
& Strand businesses were enjoyed. Then, the
Flash Mobbers welcomed Mr. & Mrs. Claus to
town as the celebration came to a close. The
Tybee Island Christmas Parade continued the holiday traditions. Numerous
festive participants lead the Clauses to the YMCA for activities and picture
taking while onlookers lined the parade route from downtown Tybee to 5th
Street. Throughout the month’s celebration, donations were collected at many
locations island wide for the food pantry, animal shelters, and the children’s
hospital. Each organization is appreciative of the giving spirits that make up our
small barrier island.
Thank you for shopping locally on Small
Business Saturday and throughout the
holiday season. The continued support of
your local economy is appreciated!
The diversity of shops, restaurants, and
services available AND the unique
architecture found only here keeps Tybee
authentic. We are extremely fortunate that

As always, feel free to contact members of the Development Authority Main Street
Board of Directors (pictured below: Sarah Bernzott, Marianne Bramble, Angela
Caldwell, Vicki Hammons, Diane Kaufman, Steve Kellam, Julie Livingston, Ted
Lynch, Melissa Memory, Kelly Swope, Melissa Turner) or me with suggestions
and/or concerns re: economic vitality and preservation. Take time to enjoy
“Tybee time” and remember why those of us who live and work here are “lucky
enough” and those who visit love returning.
We look forward to continued successes with preserving community, commerce
& culture with you in 2018! See you around town! Chantel

Fresh & Clean

15% Off Cleaning in Jan & Feb*

TybeeTeeth.com
At Tybee Teeth, we treat
every patient who comes in our
door as family and a friend. We want everyone to
have the best experience with the most ideal dental
care possible. We would love to take care of all your
dental needs. Feel free to call and ask questions or
stop by to meet us.
*Applies for Jan. & Feb. if scheduled in Jan. 2018 only. Offer
doesn’t apply with combined dental insurance.
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Only Timeshare on the Coast of Georgia

Located Behind the Pier & Pavillion
Amenities
Playground • Picnic Area • Fitness Room
Heated Swimming Pool • Clubhouse

All Condos Include
Ocean Side with Amazing Views
2 Bedrooms 2 Bathrooms • Full Kitchen
Washer Dryer

Own a Timeshare at the Beach Today!

Behind the Tape…
By Cpl. Richard Dascall

Here we go again! A brand new year with all sorts of great new
possibilities. Hopefully everybody enjoyed their holidays. Here at
the police department we’re getting ready to slide back into the
busy season. With Mardi Gras just around the corner in February,
we aren’t very far out. With that expect to see lots of people
making their way down to the island to enjoy the beach. But until
we get there keep in mind we’re still in the middle of burglary
season and I can’t stress this enough, LOCK YOUR CARS!!!
Over the past few weeks we have had several cars get broken
into and not all by the same people. These matters are still open
and under investigation, but they all happened in the person’s
driveway. Luckily, it doesn’t look like too much was taken, but
even still, these people were just walking around looking for
unlocked cars.
Unfortunately we haven’t had any good capers with everything
being so slow. Undoubtedly I’m sure you’ve noticed we’ve added
some new faces to our department. If you see them out patrolling
don’t hesitate to stop them and introduce yourselves.
As always, I hope everyone has a great month and you are able
to enjoy this last little bit of downtime before the season kicks
back in full steam. I know that is certainly my plan. And if you
need anything don’t hesitate to call us, we’re here to help.
Happy New Year everybody.
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One 15th Street, P.O. Box 2966 Tybee Island, GA 31328
912-447-5080 Tybrisa.com

From the

River’s End...
By Woody Hemphill

Welcome back islanders, and visitors, alike! Well wishes to those of
you perusing these pages while visiting your loved ones, reacquainting
yourselves with this lovely island, and those who ‘stumble upon us’ in
your travels. Let’s hope that this January finds each of you with a sense
of happiness, health, and a bit of wisdom bestowed after a topsy-turvy
2017. Is it just me, or have the past few years been especially hard on
people, as a species? As I prepared my thoughts to write this month’s
offering, I came across a quote by a former Facebook executive that
warns that social media is “destroying humanity.” Unfortunately, this
proverbial ‘train’ may have already ‘left the station.’
This doesn’t seem far-fetched as many of us make efforts to explain
the constructs of our world, the interworking of our society – even our
existence, by using video clips and sound bites. Now, I may be dating
myself, but I can remember a time when this dilemma was only shared
among elected officials and public-sector employees tasked with
keeping them informed. Like it or not, our world is continuously rendered
‘unsocial’ as cold, clandestine algorithms are designed that frame our
access to media sources into compartmentalized facets that blur our
understanding between universal truths and ethical journalism. Forgive
me for sounding like the old man who screams at kids to get off the
lawn. This is hardly my intention. Rather, in this digital age comprised
of access and information, the messages we send are increasingly vital
due to the ever-expanding frequency with which we receive them – even
when residing on the edge of the continent.
Cultural norms maintain that the month of January is for reflection,
based upon our interpretation of our experiences in relation to our overall
plan. At times changes are needed, and January affords us an opportunity
to decipher and recognize what needs to happen over the coming year.
As the calendar rolls into ’18, this may not be an easy task to decipher
between personal/professional interests, familial obligations, the needs
of our community, etc. Despite, or due to our tiny hamlet’s omnipotent
placement atop a floating sandbar, a source of our community pride is the
level of philanthropy shared with an understanding related to the return
on investment. Simply stated, our community understands intrinsically
and intimately that when we give of ourselves to others, we receive a
bounty, as well.
As we take part in this exercise, at times we may find ourselves
pleased with progress - at other times, stifled. One of the uncomfortable
truths of life on an island is how quickly changes come, and how fleeting
these can be at times. Yet, as soon as we become acquainted with our
tiny, sea-shored hamlet, we soon realize the hazards of idly standing
still less the waters bury us, or transport us ‘out to sea.’ Island people
describe this as “the tide rolls in, and the tide rolls out.” This is our
unique way of describing to newcomers that no one is unreplaceable,
and that as much as we want to affect our impact upon the world around
us, there will always be others after us… As the old adage holds ‘none
of us are an island’ – a lesson taught by the island itself - by residing
on one. Interestingly enough, like our perpetually moving sand – we’ve

adopted this collective trait, whether as a means of self-preservation,
or as a method of explaining the unfathomable. People everywhere will
always have a fixation & fascination with living at the beach. Once you
can wrap your mind around the fact that we are not irreplaceable, but
interchangeable and expendable, it then becomes easier to understand
how our community works as it does, while also understanding the
compulsion to travel, etc.
The longer one calls Tybee home, the more familiar we become with
the irony that our community is beloved and sought after due to the
sensations of the sand pulling away from our toes. For many of us, this
act may serve as an all-too-real metaphor of the ground beneath us being
ripped away from us by unseen, invisible, and unforgivable forces. Let’s
hope that each of us find perspective this year to grasp the opportunities
that exist just beyond the horizon.

THE
by Maranda
BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENT ONLINE TODAY

ThePinkyNailByMaranda.net
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By Alaina Loughridge - Photo by Wen McNally

ads for them for eight years, it was time to move along and she went to
a Charleston agency as a Senior Designer. Just around the same time,
she was also an adjunct professor at West Virginia State College, teaching
graphic design. Just imagining this lady teaching makes me smile. I’m sure
all of her students had the best year of their lives in her classes!! During all
this she managed to fit in having a baby, Damon, and is now grandma to
three: Josiah, Amiah and Ayla! This girl is busy!
Growing tired of office work in particular and West Virginia in general,
Joey moved directly to Tybee. She got a job at North Beach Grill and melted
into Tybee Life. When a position became available at Poos, Joey leapt at the
chance to be a part of that great, crazy place and has been there for over
two years now.
I asked the Four Questions of Existence:
Tybee Life: Since 2014 (y’all do the math)
When I grow up I want to be: Retired
Passion: Movies! Every Sunday after church was movie day and Mom
got me hooked on Elvis.
Spirit Animal: The Otter. They love to swim and they are free and fast
as well as sleek and mean when they want to be.
Joey’s go-to drink is the JoJo CoCo. A fab mix of Rum Haven and other
stuff I can’t divulge. Just know if you have a few you can guar on tee
losing your shoes and maybe your bra (this is based on eye witness
reports), but there are other shoes and bras in your closet so who cares
anyway?
Joey loves her job and her people; you can tell. She is still free lancing in
graphic design and art, but when you are on the beach slinging drinks,
everybody’s on Tybee Time enjoying the laid back life.

Joey Elswick is this New Year’s Bartender of the Month and you can
find this happy chick at Huc A Poos! I first met Joey at Wind Rose and I
thought this girl was fun. Turns out, I was right. Joey is fun! Always smiling
(except for the three days after her birthday party), you can’t help but
giggle when she’s in the room, and it’s from that smart mouth and witty
sense of humor. When I sat down with our Girl Friday for the month I was
in for a treat! You never really know people until you get drunk together (I
mean drink water and behave like ladies), and with a name like that (her
mom loves “Guess who’s coming to dinner?”), what could possibly go
wrong?
Here is Joey’s story: Born and raised in Charleston, West Virginia, with
her sister, Joey graduated from Capital High School and was (is) such a
talented artist that her mentor and art teacher, Mary Smith, insisted she
pursue a degree in graphic design. After looking at several schools, Joey
decided SCAD was for her. While she was SCAD ing, she discovered Tybee
and that was really all it took! This Tybee beach of ours lures people in! She
would wear her bathing suit to class every day in anticipation of hitting the
beach and it saved time! Love it!!
After graduating from SCAD with her Bachelor’s in Graphic Design,
Joey moved back to Charleston and started working for Charleston Area
Medical Center in their marketing department. After creating and designing
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Delivery
Weddings
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Tours
Late Night

WE ALSO RIDE OFF THE ISLAND!

361-TURTLES

Life’s a Beach Events
What’s happening in Jan.

By Mom

1-1 Happy New Year!! 12:15am at Pier & Pavilion for the
fireworks show! See y’all there!
1-1 Polar Bear Plunge 10am-1pm. Please check in with Tybee
Post Theater for all the information on registering and the great
details on this event. There will be the Gang of Goofs costume
contest and parade to the Pier & Pavilion where all the brave souls
will head for the water. Check it on www.tybeeposttheater.org.
1-2 City Council Event 8-8:30am will be the swearing in of
the newly elected council members. Then at 8-8:30pm will be the
inauguration. Held at the City of Tybee courtroom at 403 Butler
Ave.
1-4 Date Night: “Forrest Gump” 7pm at Tybee Post Theater,
10 Van Horne Ave. A Savannah filmed classic. For all events go to
www.tybeeposttheater.org or call 912-472-4790 for more info.
1-5 Cash Unchained! 8pm at Tybee Post Theater, 10 Van Horne
Ave. James Tamelhoff and Tennessee 3 perform legend Johnny
Cash’s country music. For more info call 912-472-4790
or go online to www.tybeepost theater.com.

Introducing Our Newest Tybee Realtor

1-6 Tybee MLK 5/50 Forward--Parade & Human Rights
Program 2-6pm. Join in the parade with Grand Marshal John
Finney. The parade enters from 14th St. Parking lot and heads
to the old school cafeteria. Please call 912-414-0809 for further
details.
1-12, 1-13, & 1-14 “Ken” 7:30pm on 1-12 and 1-13, and
at 3pm on 1-14 at Tybee Post Theater, 10 Van Horne Ave. The
performances are based on a short story of a true account of a
nightmarish train ride in 1933. For more info, call 912-472-4790 or
go online to www.tybeeposttheater.org.

Tybee Insurance Agency Inc.
Serving Tybee Island since 1987

• Homeowner’s Insurance
• Flood Insurance
• Renter’s Insurance
• Condo Owner’s Insurance
• All Commercial Insurance

Call Carrie Traeger
“Mrs. Jiggs”

204 First Street

912-786-5541

1–18 Girls Night Out: “Gone With the Wind” 7pm at Tybee
Post Theater, 10 Van Horne Ave. Great movie classic with the
immortal lines of “Frankly, my dear, I don’t give a damn!” For more
info, call 912-472-4790 or go online to www.tybeeposttheater.org.
1-18 thru 1-21, 1-25 thru 1-28 “The Show Must Go On”
7:30pm for all showings with a 3pm matinee on Sundays, at
the Jim Ingham Black Box Theater, Tybee Arts Association, 7
Cedarwood Ave. This is a comedy about community and the
theatre. Call 912-289-7028 for reservations.
1-20 “One of These Nights,” Music of the Eagles 8pm at
Tybee Post Theater, 10 Van Horne Ave. Russ Lanier & The Dark
Desert Hwy. Band drives down the Eagles memory lane of music.
Call 912-472-4790 or go online to www.tybeeposttheater.org for
more info.
TYBEE BEACHCOMBER | JAN 2018
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ACROSS

Cross Word

1 Bad Advice gives his take on these
3 Foodie Finds Cheesy ____ Dip
8 _____ New Year!

1

2

9 J. Beebs writes about this art
12 Bizz Buzz feature ________ Productions

3

13 Monthly Rant subject about these dogs
15 The wave and surf community you have

4

5

7

6

8

9

10

11

grown up the most with (2 wds.)
18 Looks like he is the next victim in Tybee

12

Island Zombies
19 Traveling Beachcomber winner

13

20 Behind the Tape reminds us to lock these

14

15

16

17

21 Bartender of the Month
18

22 Book Review

19

20

21

23 2018 is The Year of the ___
24 Gang of _____ Contest on New Year's Day

22
23

DOWN

24

2 Food Spy sampled these in several
restaurants
4 Diving Into the Shallow End tried this (2 wds.)
5 January's featured writer in Writer's Block
6 Haus Frau has established quite a family of

Created by Margie McLellan

Word Search

these
7 Use fiddler crabs to target this fish
10 Take this plunge on New Year's Day
11 He is a Fish Whisperer junkie
14 Do this at the Legion on Friday nights
16 Dr. Joe discusses this type of jellyfish
17 Taxi Tales rule to drivers is to not leave
these in their vehicle
21 1st month

ALAN

HOME BREAK

RESOLUTIONS

ANNIHILATION

HOWARD

RIVERRAT
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TYBEE

FREE Delivery and Pickup!

GOLF CARTS
4 , 6 & 8 Seaters Available

Free Parking with all our Carts • Fast and Friendly Service • Best way to get around Tybee

Largest Fleet and Lowest Prices!

801 1st Street

TybeeGolfCarts.com

912-226-9676

Join Us for the Best
Sunset on Tybee Island!
15
YEARS!

See Menu and our LIVE WEBCAM at AJsDocksideTybee.com

Lunch: 7 days a week 11am - 5pm
Dinner: 7 days a week 5-10pm
Join us for Restaurant Week Jan. 12-21st
Find more info on our Facebook Page

1315 Chatham Ave. | 912-786-9533

Live Entertainment with Joey Manning
Friday, Saturday & Sunday nights
Like Us on Facebook to see Daily Specials and our amazing Sunsets.

